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The isoprenoid pathway includes several plant hormones. The over-expression
of the gene erg12 (originating from Saccharomyces cerevisae) coding for
mevalonate kinase was shown to induce a higher growth rate in tobacco. A
higher growth rate after cutting would be beneficial to forage yield in
alfalfa. The objective was to transform alfalfa with this gene.
The alfalfa clone RegenSY was transformed via Agrobacterium tumefaciens,
using a plasmid carrying erg12 under the control of the constitutive
promoteur 35S and a gene inducing kanamycine resistance (nptII). The plants
were regenerated on a kanamycine medium. A total of 132 plants were
obtained, and genomic DNA was extracted. PCR were performed to test the
presence of both genes, using specific primers. Seventy-eight plants were
shown to carry both genes nptII and erg12. On 38 of these plants, stem
elongation were measured three times a week for 4 weeks. Variation among
clones were detected for stem elongation rate. Some of them elongated faster
than the control clone RegenSY, and others at a lower rate. In parallel, RNA
was extracted from young leaves and cDNA was obtained. RT-PCR was performed,
with msc27 (constitutive gene) as a control. Twenty plants only showed
presence of erg12 transcript. On 7 plants (5 with a rapid growth rate and 2
with a slow growth rate), RT-PCR was performed on four plant parts, leaves,
top of the stem, bottom of the stem and roots. On the 5 plants expressing a
higher growth rate than the control clone, 4 expressed erg12 in the leaves
and in the roots. Three only expressed erg12 in the top of the stem, and one
only in the bottom of the stem. The plant with the higher growth rate had
the erg12 transcript in all four plant parts. On the 2 plants expressing a
lower growth rate than the control clone, one showed no transcription of
erg12 and the other had erg12 transcript only in leaves.
Among the transgenic plants that carried erg12 gene, few plants expressed a
positive phenotype with a higher growth rate. Most of these plants have a
transcription of the transgene in one or all plant parts. Despite the use of
the constitutive promotor 35S, the transcription of erg12 was tissue-
specific, with a predominant expression in leaves. Further studies are
needed to analyse transgene expression.


